
Golf Committee Meeting Report March 2023

Here are the highlights - in no order.

Scott: reported that the Driving range artificial turf mats installation will begin mid- March.

The range should stay open during installation, you will just watch where to enter on the

driving range.. PV bunker on hole #13 will begin. CW #13 slope of hill was again discussed and

is being reviewed for the future.

CW and PV will again close one day a week through the summer for course maintenance, CW

will close on Tuesday and PV on Wednesday.

Please read Turf Talk Water Part 3 is now out and next is Fish stocking.

From Greg: reported on all league events held and all events coming up , very busy time for

events.

From Jon: Rounds for February were down from last year, due to number of cold, rain and

wind days. Annual memberships are slightly down but close to the budget number, and daily

paid rounds are up. All league events were discussed. The courses are very busy, not as many

people are being bumped but some may happen due to the number of annual members and

how much you play. If we would have had CW punch cards they might not get their rounds in

due to amount of play on course, but this will continue to be reviewed.

Old Business: Don Hicks was recognized as he leaves the Board for his support to the golf

community and the committee. The golf cart tire policy was approved and is posted on the

HOA website, golfers should review this, leagues are asked to post. 2-wheel golf bikes are now

being discussed and the policy will be amended if needed, as many of the bikes seen are not

golf tires.

Policy on staying 50 ft from the greens discussed, only exception is behind the green on #5 at

PV, but only do this if needed.  Question is it ok to park in rough around green, answer is NO.

New Business

Sub-Committee reports:
Communication committee sent out blurb on 90-degree rule and golfers should do their best
to adhere to this.  More of these will follow.
Rates committee collecting data from many courses on 2023 rates.

Other Updates from committee members:



● PVMGA Mike reported that the white tees at PV are now back in the area where

distance measurement blocks are located, some members want those moved forward.

● Diane PVLGA reported that some members have noticed that some men are smoking or

spitting in parking lots as shotguns prepare to go out. Also could we ask golfers to park

in lots after golf and not up around pro shops due to safety reasons. Also, there is still

the desire for marshals on both courses.

● Pat asked that the speakers at CW be fixed or replaced so we can start hearing the

important announcements before play. Pat also pointed out Terry Gaube who does the

rules section for CLGA and how great it is for our members. We will share the link to the

CLGA website with all leagues so all players can review and use this great information.

Yeah Terry!

● Medical emergencies : A reminder to all golfers. PLEASE please have the red Stickers in

your carts. On phone announce which course, you are on, the hole, and location on

hole: Tee box, fairway middle, or at green. Be specific , every minute matters! There will

be hands only CPR offered , coming soon!

Other information:

● Visitor comments : We were asked to consider adding urinals to restrooms and make

them gender neutral, will consider looking at in 5-year plan. It was asked if golfers could

use San Tan gate guardhouse bathroom, it was stated NO , this is a security and safety

issue.  The bathroom cleanliness on course brought up that at times is an issue.

● The men’s leagues were asked to get together and discuss the issue of league day is

Saturday for both so annual members cannot play in both leagues due to this, leagues

will review.

● It was asked if CW hole #13 slope on the lake side could be looked at with a possible

review in the 5-year plan.  Steepness of slope on the lake side.

● Board Liaison and Management

Board Liaison/Don Hicks reported on Board approved items.

Steve H. reported that he and Scott toured all lakes ( not just golf course) due to recent

complaints. All water added to the lakes is clean Pima well water, contrary to

suggestions. The lakes are in generally good condition with some issues being reviewed

due to age, they are also using a consultant to review. Wind and storms have made

debris an issue for the last few months.

Play well, Pat Shouse CWLG and Diane French PVLG



“Achievements on the golf course are not what matters, decency and  honesty are what
matter.”

Please see Golf minutes on the HOA website for any further detail!


